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SPECIAL THANKS...
To all the people who come together to make this
incredible experience possible for our students,
we give our thanks.
Each year, the HESI interns come into the
hospital expecting to observe medical
professionals and explore different professions in
healthcare. Never could the students expect such
a warm welcome from the staff as they received.
The staff at Sharp Grossmont Hospital generously
donates their time each year to help the next
generation of medical professionals explore the
many facets of healthcare. They bring the Sharp
Experience to life for these students and make
them feel welcome as they are introduced to the
hospital.
Many thanks also to the Grossmont Healthcare
District, whose generous grants make this
program possible each year. We truly appreciate
the opportunity given to us through your
benefaction.
Thank you to the teachers of these students. Our
students are well prepared for this program by
the instructors of their Medical Pathway courses,
which helps them to gain the most from this
experience.
To the family members who support our students
through one of their most rigorous learning
experiences, thank you for your time and
patience.

Back Row: Scott Harris, Kelsey Swink, Gergana
Borisova, Holly Benoit
Middle Row: Allison Silverthorn, Ali Mahdi, Kayla
Hayes, Alexandra Hernandez, Masiti Mohamed
Front Row: Anica Tellez, Kiana Graham, Cinthya
Gonzalez, Lindsey Aoun

HESI 2014 Students and Instructors

Lindsey Aoun
Valhalla
“I am so much more
prepared to work in the
healthcare field than I ever
was.”

Holly Benoit
Granite Hills
“I learned that it is
essential to leave what
happens at the hospital at
the hospital”

Gergana Borisova
Granite Hills
“I was able to learn a lot
about my limitations and
my interests in the medical
field.”

Cinthya Gonzalez
Mount Miguel
“Although I am not

Kiana Graham
Santana
“This experience has given
me the encouragement
that I needed to make me
chase after my dreams.”	


Scott Harris
Granite Hills

Kayla Hayes
Santana

“I realize now that the hospital
is essentially an ecosystem,
where every department is
vital in the function of the
others.”

“Talking to people and seeing
how happy they were with
their jobs alone solidified my
desire to work in healthcare”

Alexandra Hernandez
Granite Hills
“The strangest part was
suddenly noticing how
much I cared for someone
I didn't know.”

Ali Mahdi
Granite Hills

Masiti Mohamed
Mount Miguel
“This experience
intensified my passion for
medicine even more.”

Allison Silverthorn
Granite Hills
“The hospital tests your
ability to handle high
stress situations.”

Kelsey Swink
Granite Hills
“What was most amazing
about the code blue was
how fluidly everyone
moved together.”

James Saelens
Student Mentor

Bridgett Desonia
Mount Miguel High School

Career Interest:
Interventional Cardiology

Instructor and Medical
Academy Coordinator

“One of the most important
lessons that I learned in the
hospital was how important
communication is.”

Anica Tellez
West Hills
“I have found new
confidence and appreciate
everything I have been
blessed with.”

!

completely sure what I want
to be yet, I am certain that I
want to be able to interact
with patients.

!

